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1.1. Introduction
Computer vision, which is a component of the field of artificial intelligence [1], is t~e study
of methods and algorithms that enables machines and computers to "see" and "understand"
images or multidimensional data [2]. In this context, the term, "understand", means that some
information is being extracted from the image or video data for a particular purpose. The
image or video data that is fed into a computer vision system is often a color or grayscale
image [3] (obtained from a digital camera) but can also be stereo image (from a stereo
camera) [4], video sequence (from a video camera) [5] or a 3D volume (from a tomography
device). As a scientific discipline, computer vision aims to implement the theories of
computer vision to the modeling of computer vision systems.
Computer vision is also similar to biological vision in that computer vision studies and
explores artificial vision systems that are implemented in software and/or hardware whereas
in biological vision, the visual perception of humans and animals are studied. Sub-domains of
computer vision include scene reconstruction [6], event detection [7], tracking [8], object
recognition [9], learning, motion estimation [10], and image restoration [11].
Nowadays, in the field of computer vision and engineering, vision-based methods for
human behavioral analysis possess specially important practical applications such as
surveillance and security systems, choreography, sports, virtual reality, human-computer
interaction, content-based image and video retrieval, automatic scene understanding and other
vision-based interfaces. In particular, there has been an incredible growth in the volume of
computer vision research geared at understanding human actions and behaviors. These
advances ranged from classification of basic low-level activities such as recognizing someone
walking or sittine:, to the hie:her level task of recoo-nizino- and interpretino- the o-lobal behavior.....,...... ebb ~
of several interacting people [12]. Intelligent systems and environments are a very attractive
